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About...

The Southern Africa Innovation
Support Programme
The Southern Africa Innovation Support
Programme (SAIS) is a regional initiative that
supports the growth of new businesses through
the strengthening of innovation ecosystems and
the promotion of cross-border collaboration
between innovation role players in Southern
Africa. During its first phase (2011–2015), SAIS
stimulated regional policymaking on innovation, provided training, created
networks, and funded projects piloting new models for innovation support
mechanisms. In its second phase (2017–2021), SAIS 2 builds on previous
achievements, with a more specific focus on early-stage enterprises and young
entrepreneurs, connecting innovation ecosystems, and promoting innovations
serving socially or economically disadvantaged populations. The SAIS 2
Innovation (Challenge) Fund is currently supporting 21 trans-regional projects.
SAIS 2 is supported by the Government of Finland in partnership with the
ministries responsible for science, technology, and innovation in Botswana,
Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zambia as well as the secretariat of the
Southern African Development Community (SADC).

SAIS 2 Connected Hubs
SAIS 2 facilitates improved networks
between innovation actors within
Southern Africa through Connected Hubs.
Coordinated by SAIS 2, Connected Hubs
is a network that currently connects SAIS
and 17 innovation support organisations
in the Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC) on the basis of a joint cause: enhanced entrepreneurship
support and regional connectivity. The network’s main purpose is to build
a regional community and facilitate knowledge exchange by sharing best
practices in innovation support and further building a networked community
of innovation actors in the SADC region.
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BOOST UP
BOOST UP is a three-part series of
startup events supported by SAIS 2,
the SAIS 2 National Focal Points, and
the SAIS Connected Hubs network
in Botswana, Namibia, South Africa,
Tanzania, and Zambia.
BOOST UP targets early-stage startups that use technology to solve societal
problems and are looking for skills that could help them articulate business
ideas. The coaching helps entrepreneurs gain practical tools to package their
business idea and develop a pitch to attract their target market. The BOOST UP
series comprises Set Up training events (June–August 2019), Stand Up pitching
competitions (August), the Scale Up online incubation programme and
Bootcamp in Finland, with startups going through the series selected based on
pitching competitions.
The bootcamp is organised in collaboration with SAIS 2’s knowledge partners.
It takes place on 14–23 November in Finland and culminates in Slush 2019.
The BOOST UP Bootcamp participants include 14 impact startups, 5 innovation
hub managers, SAIS 2 focal point representatives, and the SAIS 2 project
management office representatives.
The top two startups in each national BOOST UP Stand Up pitch competition
were selected to participate in the Scale Up programme, including the bootcamp.
Botswana’s and South Africa’s national focal points decided to sponsor two
additional startups to participate in the Scale Up programme. Each delegation
member organisation is briefly presented in the following pages.
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BOOST UP
Startups
2019

Abiri Innovations
South Africa

The Abiri App provides customised
regional and provincial digital
maps, which are enhanced by
an advanced maps intelligence
system offering useful road and trip
information such as toll gate prices,
fuel consumption per vehicle for
the journey, and road condition
information. Their solution promotes domestic
tourism in SADC countries, particularly in townships
and rural areas, increasing employment in the
tourism sector. Their clients
fall in two categories: tourism
companies who will advertise
their business on the Abiri App
platform and motorists paying
a subscription fee for selected
exclusive services.
Tswelelo Piet Mashita
Website: abiri.net
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AGROBOT
Tanzania

For a farmer to produce crops
of high quality and quantity,
agricultural knowledge and
skills are crucial, but farmers
currently lack access to
information due to there
being so few specialists (extension officers) available in rural
areas. AGROBOT is a service that uses normal SMS technology
powered by Artificial Intelligence (AI) to help farmers to get
accurate and reliable information on agricultural problems
and farm inputs such as seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. With
AGROBOT, farmers can have an interactive chat with an AI
programme, which will educate and advise them on modern
farming techniques.
AGROBOT is currently operating in
Iringa, Njombe, and Morogoro. It does
not depend on internet as more than
80% of farmers are located in rural
areas without reliable internet coverage.
AGROBOT’s clients are farmers, extension
officers, and government. Their revenue
is based on a subscription model. The
subscription fee will be paid by mobile
money services, e.g. Tigo pesa, M-pesa,
etc.

Bless Mgongolwa
Website: http://agrobot.co.tz
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Agua Contada
South Africa

Agua Contada prevents households’ water wastage resulting from water
hammer, which is caused by air in the pipes. Our solution seeks to prevent
both the overbilling of residents and the wastage of water through leaks. We
have designed a smart water meter which senses the pressure and water in
the pipes.
If the pressure increases and there is no water, the device will allow pressurised
air to escape the pipe. Once the probes sense water, the valve is shut and the
meter senses the total water which has passed through. Using a LORA module
to send the information which the microcontroller has gathered, a cloudbased app on the resident’s phone informs them on the water usage. When
the pressure is too high, the user is notified and can close a valve through their
phone to prevent damage to the pipe network within their home.

Johnson Segopotso Mosikare
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Cyber Kajumo Rigs
Botswana

Cyber Kajumo Rigs aims to offer solutions for
the problems of metal waste management and
unemployment and to motivate and upskill youth
in the rural areas. The business involves recycling
materials to create giant metal art monuments that
serve as mobile tourism icons and educational
teaching aids, and whose replicas can be diversified
into toys and animations.
The characters of the icons, such as the 9-metre-tall
robot statue Kajumo, are diversified into merchandise
that educate children on environmental and heritage
issues and teach basic concepts of coding and
robotics. Cyber Kajumo Rigs seeks partners to advance
robotics and spearhead the African toy industry based
on monuments that the consumer can relate to. In
essence, Cyber Kajumo Rigs takes metal waste, art,
and technology and uses them to solve environmental
issues and educated while creating employment.

Boniswa Bayani
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Eastern Manual Drilling
Zambia

Eastern Manual Drilling improves
access to clean water by providing
locally made water pumps at an
affordable price, solving water scarcity
and poverty problems in areas
where water supply and treatment
infrastructure don’t exist or are
insufficient. Boreholes and pumps are
used for household and productive use
like gardening and watering livestock
and poultry. Eastern Manual Drilling’s
services include geological surveys; manual borehole drilling up to 40 metres;
construction of groundwater recharge and rainwater harvesting systems; and
the installation of rope pumps, EMAS pumps, submersible pumps, and solar
pumps. They are targeting customers who are able to spend slightly more than
only for digging an open well (which often runs dry in the dry season) and for
whom machine borehole drilling is too expensive or unreachable. The local
nature of Eastern Manual Drilling’s products makes their maintenance and
repair easy. Since 2017, they have installed 148 locally made pumps (as of July
2019). Their customer groups are families, individuals, farmers, and NGOs who
partly sponsor boreholes and pumps in their project
areas. Customers come from all over the country,
wherever it is possible to manually drill boreholes.
Pious Musokoshi
Website: https://emd-zambia.com
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Greenbelt Energy
Zambia

Greenbelt Energy is in the
business of producing biogas
from biomass as an alternative
to charcoal and firewood,
which are still used to produce
70% of Zambia’s energy. The company has designed a smart
gas cooker that uses state-of-the-art sensors and a mobile
application, which connects Greenbelt Energy’s information
systems to their products. These products include biogas,
smart gas cookers, gas cylinders, and regulator pipes. They
use their mobile application to provide sales services to
their customers as well as to spread
awareness on the danger of using
charcoal and firewood. Currently, they
are operating a 6 m³ biogas digester
in Garneton, Kitwe. They intend
to set up biogas plants in Zambia
with a production capacity of 24.99
MW per week. They generate their
revenue by selling biogas and other
products. The company vision is to
become the number one renewable
energy producer in Africa by the year 2030. The
company’s aim is to provide affordable energy that is
environmentally friendly and efficiently produced. In
addition to supplying energy in
Zambia, Greenbelt Energy invests in renewable energy
research in order to find efficient ways of producing
renewable energy, expanding its knowledge base making
it competitive in the industry.
Jane Nakasamu
Website: www.greenbelt-energy.com
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Guardian Gabriel
South Africa

A personal safety company whose primary product offering
is a standalone panic button that allows users to send their
location to family and friends without requiring connectivity
to a cell phone. Guardian Gabriel aims to alleviate the high
rates of femicides in South Africa, where statistics on genderbased violence and missing children are alarming.
The goal is to launch the panic
button as a wearable, with
the product currently in the
pilot phase where customer
validation is being tested for
product refinement before it
can go into the development
phase. Outside of their primary
offering, they are also looking to provide other
services such as post-trauma rehabilitation
(with monthly subscription fee). Included
in this package, they would like to offer selfdefence classes and counselling, should one
face a traumatic experience.
They aim to have a business to business to
consumer model. Individual users would have
to pay a monthly subscription and an activation
fee. Their route to market is through private
security and insurance companies.

Xabiso Lombo
Website: Wwww.guardiangabriel.co.za
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IoT Radar
Namibia

IoT Radar builds Internet of Things (IoT) cloud platforms
for the African market. Their product, AMI Radar, specialises
in friendly, reliable technology for utilities management. It
provides a platform for water, electricity, and gas meters
connected to the cloud. IoT Radar addresses unreliable
and inefficient water, electricity, and gas data in the market.
Their cloud-based platform uses the utility data to provide
consumption history, recovery reports, alerts, notifications,
dashboarding, and billing services. Their advanced analysis
and forecasting tools help utility and property managers
to manage and recover costs. This puts utility and property
managers in control of their assets and keeps businesses and
buildings profitable. IoT Radar currently does commercial work
for four of the biggest property managers in Namibia and have
more than 600 devices online. Their product is still young, but
has proven to be economically viable and scalable far outside Namibia. They
are currently engaging potential clients in neighbouring countries.

Pieter Moller
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Alex Courtney-Clarke
Technical, Development

Barry Scheepers
Programming,
Development

JointPesa
Tanzania

JointPesa is a mobile money
wallet with a mission to bank
and monetise saving groups in
Africa. Their solution empowers
smallholder farmers by providing
a digital platform (JointPesa
App), which will serve as their saving and lending platform on
a group basis, and acts as an intermediary platform for group
members to access other financial services.
Access to financial services is key in enhancing African
farmers’ ability to overcome productivity gaps and increase
food security and income, but currently 90% of Tanzanian
smallholder farmers are unbanked. With the JointPesa mobile
wallet, smallholder farmers can save via their saving groups
and use their savings to access other financial services, such as insurance and
pension funds. They can also set farming input purchasing goals, do group
cash collection and group-based bulk payment to suppliers, make premium
payments for micro insurance products, and put the cash saved by their groups
in safe custody.
JointPesa’s business model is a B2B2C model; with the JointPesa service acting
as an intermediary platform that connects end users with service providers.
They have built a strong customer relationship base with a network of over
1000 smallholder farmers, and are currently working with the World Food
Programme to improve farmers’ access to financial services via the JointPesa
platform.

Joseph Singano
Website: http://jointpesa.com/
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Kalahari Honey
Botswana

Kalahari Honey works to solve the problem of human
wildlife conflict by using beekeeping as living fences
to keep elephants away from farms. These living
fences prevent damage by elephants, which means
that farmers no longer have to shoot any that come
near their farms.
Kalahari Honey trains and supplies farmers with
beehives, and then buy back the honey from them.
This business creates employment and income for
farmers, contributes to better yields for farmers as
crops are not destroyed by elephants, and contributes to gender equality and
women’s empowerment. They process, package, and supply the resulting desert
raw honey, and they currently have a network of more than 250 female farmers.
The farmers produce honey, which Kalahari Honey also process to mead (honey
wine). They sell their honey and mead to hotels, restaurants, pharmacies, and
supermarkets. Currently, they are supplying the local market and export to two
neighbouring countries as well as to the USA.
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Over the past 16 months, they reached a
turnover of more than $150,000 in honey
sales. In the next two years, they hope to
grow their farmer network to more than
1,000 farmers. Kalahari Honey has been
chosen, amongst others, as the Most
Outstanding African Entrepreneur 2018
(Tony Elumelu Foundation) and the Women
Owned Business of the Year Botswana 2019.

Mavis Nduchwa
Website: www.kalaharihoney.com

Mohiri

Botswana
Mohiri is a personalised job
assistant that sends users realtime job alerts whenever there is a
vacancy that matches their profile.
Since launching in November 2018,
they have amassed a following
of more than 50,000 followers
on social media and 15,000+ user registrations
on their database, and reach more than 300,000
people in Botswana online, every month.
All these registrations were handled by an
automated AI assistant which runs the alerts
service and user registration function. By sending
17

out free job alerts to their users’ phones, Mohiri eliminates the cost of missed
opportunities and maximises their users’ ability to respond to vacancy
opportunities. They offer a free job alerts service to users and businesses gain
a platform to advertise vacancies as well as access to high-quality candidates.
Mohiri runs on a subscription model, offering once-off, monthly, quarterly,
semi-annual, and annual advertising plans for businesses.

Thato Kasongo
Website: www.angularcreativelabs.com

My Pregnancy Journey
South Africa

The My Pregnancy Journey business
concept is an educational pregnancy app
and mobile solution for South African
women and women from the rest of the
African continent. Africa has the highest
rate in adolescent pregnancies, HIV
infections, and birth deaths due to a
lack of information, a factor that affects
the health, education, and earning potential of millions
of African girls. The other available pregnancy apps are
internationally based apps focusing on first-world issues
and not African or third-world issues. The My Pregnancy
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Journey app’s creators
have identified a gap
to supply valuable
information that is
focused on Africa and
its unique challenges.
The app has daily articles, weekly tips, gynaecologist
videos, examples of sonar photos, 3D photos and 4D
videos, info on what is happening to the foetus and to
the mother’s body, baby kick counter, baby size guide,
BMI calculator, a clinic card, a nutrition section, labour
section, directory listing, a dad section, and so much
more. The app’s revenue model includes: 1) certain
app features have a small once-off fee; 2) the app
includes lists of service providers based on location,
for which the service providers will be charged a small
monthly fee; 3) data collection. The app was launched
in August 2019 and has already been downloaded
more than 1,100 times in 15 countries.

Jacqueline Rogers
Website: www.mypregnancyjourney.co.za
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Sakab Holdings (Pty) Ltd
Botswana

Sakab Holdings is an electrical
engineering company that
specialises in solar solutions.
They provide clean, reliable,
and affordable electrical
energy
through
off-grid
power systems, including solar generators, solar mini plants,
and other related electrical solutions. They build reliable solar
power generation and storage systems specifically designed to
work where there is no access to electrical power grids, which
sometimes also function as
power backup. These systems
enable customers to generate,
store, and manage their
own 24-hour power supply,
allowing them to become independent of
unreliable power grids and carbon-emitting
backup generators. Sakab Holdings clients are
individuals, especially farmers and people in
rural areas who would not otherwise have
access to electricity. In Botswana, only 49% of
the population is connected to the grid, and
in Africa, more than 600 million people are
still unconnected.

Bernard Katlego Sebakile
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The Lab
Namibia

An educational application, The Lab helps students
understand what happens in different science experiments.
The application enables students to perform school science
experiments simulated on a mobile device. The Lab provides
an alternate solution to expensive school laboratories and
will be used in underprivileged schools that do not have lab
facilities, first in Namibia and then elsewhere in Africa. Their
clients are schools, and end users are school students. The
app will generate revenues through the sales of usage licenses
to schools.

Berhane Wheeler and
Helvi Wheeler
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Participating
Connected
Hubs Member
Organisations
BOOST UP is jointly organised by
SAIS 2, the SAIS 2 Focal Points, and
the Connected Hubs network.

Botswana Innovation Hub
SAIS 2 Focal Point, Botswana

Botswana Innovation Hub operates Botswana’s
first Science and Technology Park to create an
environment that supports startups and existing
local companies as well as attracts international
companies and institutions to develop and grow
competitive technology-driven and knowledgebased businesses.

Obakeng Segwagwe
Website: www.bih.co.bw

Kemiso Ben
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NestHubs
Botswana

Nest Hubs is an ecosystem that
combines human capital development,
SMME development, and impact
investing in order to provide solutions
to unemployment, job creation, and
improved social contracts. Their vision
is to see a functioning cycle between
conceiving, creating, and building ideas that are solutions to the challenges
faced by women, youth, and individuals who are
differently abled in both rural and urban areas. They
are accountable to ensuring that ideas implemented
by these groups are commercialised and produce
inclusive socioeconomic impact value.
Tebogo ‘Tebby’ Modisagape

National Commission on Research,
Science, and Technology (NCRST)
SAIS 2 Focal Point, Namibia

NCRST is Namibia’s national agency for research, science, technology, and
innovation. Created through the Research Science and Technology Act no. 23 of
2004, NCRST is responsible for policy making; creating and managing platforms
that promote and develop innovation, spin-offs, and value addition research
and technology transfer; funding; and other services such as registering
scientists and researchers. NCRST is a state-owned enterprise that reports
administratively to the Ministry of Higher Education, Training, and Innovation.
24

Its vision is to establish and strengthen a national
system that promotes, develops, and informs research,
science, technology, and
innovation through effective
coordination to realise a
knowledge-based society.
Lovisa H Immanuel

Dololo
Namibia

Dololo is a community of entrepreneurs
and startups, game changers, and
trailblazers. They provide services to
corporate businesses, organisations,
and institutions, enabling leaders to
connect with the next generation of
change-makers. Dololo also offers
coworking, business incubation, and support to entrepreneurs by providing
the tools, skills, training, and networking opportunities they require to develop
their ideas into businesses.

Disney Andreas
Website: www.dololo.io
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The Technology Innovation
Agency (TIA)
SAIS 2 Focal Point, South Africa

TIA is a South African national entity that serves
as the key institutional intervention to bridge the
innovation chasm research and development
from higher education institutions, science
councils, public entities, private sector, and
commercialisation. TIA’s focus is on technology
development from proof of concept to the precommercialisation. TIA provides funding through
its Seed Fund, Technology Development Fund, and
Commercialisation Support Fund. In terms of nonfinancial support to its projects, TIA’s Innovation Skills Development (ISD) unit
continues to strengthen its support in the areas of business and entrepreneur
development.

Violet Chepape
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mLab Southern Africa
South Africa

In 2012, mLab Southern Africa launched as a
mobile technology accelerator with the aim
of supporting innovative new startups and to
unlock the mobile apps economy. Since then,
mLabs has evolved into a youth-focused, techenabled innovation, skills development, startup
support organisation. mLab offers a range of
different programmes to support new skills
development (e.g. CodeTribe Academy), mobile and digital solutions development,
enterprise development, early-stage startup support, and research consultancy.

Sina Legong
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Tanzania Commission for Science
and Technology (COSTECH)
SAIS 2 Focal Point, Tanzania

COSTECH is the principal advisor of the Tanzanian
government on the use of science, technology, and
innovation for national socio-economic development.
Its functions include coordination and promotion of
research; advocating technology development and
transfer; popularisation of science, technology, and
innovation in society; and fostering regional and
international cooperation. Among other activities,
COSTECH mentors grass-roots innovators; runs
incubation programmes; provides Innovation Space for innovators; nurtures
innovative clusters; organises Annual Innovation Week; and organises the
Annual Science, Technology, and Innovation Competition.

Merchades Rutechura
Website: www.costech.or.tz
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Buni Hub
Tanzania

BUNI is an open innovation space for Tanzania’s
startup community to foster innovation,
entrepreneurship, and the culture of co-creation,
accommodating
preliminary-stage
startup
companies. With a well-established community
of 400+ registered members annually, Buni Hub
offers practical hands-on support programmes
to its registered members. The programmes
include: Buni Internship Programme, Buni
Mentoring Programme, Buni Community Outreach Programme, and Buni Divaz
(Ladies Community). The hub is also home to a mini fabrication lab for smallscale production of electronic software and hardware. The fabrication lab hosts
a ‘makers community’ made up of in-house and registered tech enthusiasts.

Patience Abraham
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National Technology Business
Centre (NTBC)
SAIS 2 Focal Point, Zambia

The National Technology Business Centre is the
commercialisation wing of the Ministry of Higher
Education – Department of Science and Technology
in Zambia. Their role in the local ecosystem is
to facilitate innovation promotion, technology
transfer, and the commercialisation of innovations.
This is done by assisting in the transformation
of new ideas, innovations, and technologies into
products and new businesses that are financially
viable. Through their range of services, investment,
and innovation resources, NTBC aims to graduate prototype-stage products into
commercialised products to promote the creation of wealth and employment.
They also aim to link developed and proven technologies from various local
and international sources with local technology seekers, i.e. the local business
community and entrepreneurs.

Pamela Kapaya
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BongoHive
Zambia

BongoHive, Zambia’s first technology and innovation
hub, was established in May 2011. It assists scalable
startups of any background by enhancing skills,
accelerating growth, strengthening networks, increasing
collaboration, providing a forum for ideas exchange, and
reducing the barriers to entrepreneurship. BongoHive
provides a range of startup and tech programmes,
workshops and events all focused on making Zambia
Africa’s next hotbed of innovation.
The programmes have been crafted to guide startups through the entrepreneurial
journey; from the idea stage right through to getting investment. BongoHive’s
partners and stakeholders include several Zambian government entities
from local to national level, along with both local and international nongovernmental, corporate, and tertiary education partners.

George Mutale
Website: https://bongohive.co.zm/
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WECREATE
Zambia

WECREATE serves as an entrepreneurial community centre for
women interested in starting or
expanding an existing business.
WECREATE provides mentoring,
business connections, specialised
training, connections to the
community, media attention,
access to markets and capital, and the technical tools and resources necessary
for taking business to the next level. The WECREATE Project is specifically
designed to advance gender equality in entrepreneurship through programmes,
tools, and events created to address barriers faced by women seeking to start
and grow their businesses. The centre’s collaborative approach brings together
key players to develop an entrepreneurial ecosystem in a culturally sensitive
and safe environment for women.

Daut Mwansa
Website: http://zambia.wecreatecenter.com/
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SAIS 2
Delegates

SAIS 2 Team
IIari Lindy

Lead Expert | SAIS 2
Ilari is the Lead Expert at the SAIS 2 Programme. Previously,
he worked as a Senior Operations Officer at the World
Bank on digital innovation and development. He has
served as the Senior Advisor at the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs of Finland on policies and instruments related to
innovation and information society for development, as
well as in various positions in European institutions and bodies related to
digital innovation.

Roosa Tuomaala

International Programme Officer | SAIS 2
Roosa is the International Programme Officer at the SAIS
2 Programme, coordinating the Connected Hubs network.
At SAIS 2, she also coordinates an inclusive innovation
capacity building programme and contributes to the SAIS
2 Innovation Fund’s management. Before joining the SAIS
team, she has worked as a consultant at NIRAS, focusing
on projects and tenders in the sectors of innovation,
private sector development, and monitoring and evaluation in Africa, Asia, and
Europe. Previously, she has worked in academia, doing research on innovationdriven regional development and at the Embassy of Finland in Beijing.
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Elina Voipio

Junior Consultant | NIRAS International Consulting
Elina is a Junior Consultant at NIRAS International
Consulting with a background in startups, innovation,
and private sector development. She holds a Master’s
Degree in Economics and Business Administration
from Aalto University in Helsinki. Elina is passionate
about impact-driven entrepreneurship, with a particular
regional interest in Southern and East Africa. She spent half of the past year in
Namibia and Zambia working on SAIS and other NIRAS-managed projects and
tenders, and the rest of the year in various NIRAS offices in Europe. Previously,
she has worked in organisations ranging from startups to private corporations
and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland.

Tuire Ylöstalo

Project Manager | NIRAS Finland Oy
SAIS2 Home Office Coordinator Ms Tuire Ylöstalo (MSc
in Economics and Business Administration) has over
25 years of experience in management of international
development cooperation projects financed by various
donors, and working as technical adviser in the field,
mainly in Southern and East Africa. Ms Ylöstalo has
recently worked as Home Office Coordinator for BioFISA
2 (the Finnish–Southern African Partnership Programme to Strengthen NEPAD/
SANBio Network), which was financed by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of
Finland, and for the project Strengthening Systems for Promoting Science,
Technology, and Innovation in Mongolia – financed by the Asian Development
Bank. Ms Ylöstalo’s key qualifications include project management, business
development, capacity building as well as project design and monitoring and
evaluation.
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Programme
BOOST UP Bootcamp in Finland
14-23 November, 2019

TIME

STARTUPS

HUB MANAGERS

WEDNESDAY 13 NOVEMBER
18:99 - 21:00

Departures from home country

N/A

THURSDAY 14 NOVEMBER
Arrivals to Helsinki
Evening

Departures from home country

Dinner
FRIDAY 15 NOVEMBER

09:00-12:30

Knowledge partner:
Futurice: Sebastian Hojas & Kajsa
Hasselström
Topic: Building a digital product
people love
Venue: Futurice, Annankatu 34B,
Helsinki

Arrivals to Helsinki

12:30-13:30

Lunch

13:30-16:00

Workshop with Futurice continues

17:00-20:00

Dinner

9:00-13:00

Knowledge partner: Pitching for Life - Walid O. El Cheikh
Topic: Pitch workshop
Venue: Nosto, Bulevardi 21, Helsinki

13:00-14:00

Lunch

14:00-17:00

Knowledge partner: Courage Ventures: Will Cardwell; World of Insights: Timo
Karjalainen and Eliza Hochman
Topic: Insight to investors’ mindset
Venue: Nosto, Bulevardi 21, Helsinki
Dinner and free time

SATURDAY 16 NOVEMBER

SUNDAY 17 NOVEMBER
10:00-12:00
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Knowledge partner: Botswana Innovation Hub: Obakeng Segwagwe; Dololo:
Disney Andreas
Topic: Prep your pitch!
Venue: Helsinki Think Company, Yliopistonkatu 4

12:00-15:00

Lunch and free time

15:00-19:00

Knowledge partner: Zachariah George - Startupbootcamp Africa / Cactus
Advisors
Topic: An Overview of Venture Capital and the Startup Ecosystem in Africa
Tips on Scaling, Growing and Fundraising for Emerging Market Startups
Venue: Helsinki Think Company, Yliopistonkatu 4

Evening

Free time and dinner
MONDAY 18 NOVEMBER

9:30-12:00

Knowledge partner: Leidenschaft - Panu Luukka and Johanna Noreila
Topic: Being a strong founder
Venue: Vertical, Lapinlahdenkatu 16

12:30-13:30

Lunch

13:30-15:00

Knowledge partner: Troy Woodson
Topic: Value-Based Solution Selling
Workshop
Venue: Vertical, Lapinlahdenkatu 16

15:00-17:00

Knowledge partner: Vertical
Topic: Startup-Mentor Matchmaking
Venue: Vertical, Lapinlahdenkatu 16

Evening

Dinner & free time / A relevant Slush side event

14:00-17:00
Knowledge partner: Forum Virium /
Smart Kalasatama: Mette Hiltunen
Topic: Shaping your entrepreneurship
ecosystem as a hub
Venue: Urban Lab, Hermannin rantatie 5

TUESDAY 19 NOVEMBER
9:00-12:00

Knowledge partners: Zachariah George, Startupbootcamp; Anne Badan, the
Shortcut; Juuso Janhonen, Sitra
Topic: Understanding Impact Investment
Venue: Helsinki Think Company, Yliopistonkatu 4

12:00-13:30

Lunch
Knowledge partner: Siili Solutions
Topic: How to validate your
product?
Venue: Siili Solutions,
Porkkalankatu 24

Evening

13:30-15:30
Knowledge partner: Ministry for Foreign
Affairs of Finland - Annika Launiala
Topic: How to build an equal/inclusive
environment for startups?
Venue: Ministry for Foreign Affairs of
Finland, Eteläesplanadi 4

Knowledge partner: SAIS 2, Think Africa, Futurice, UNTIL
Slush side event: Investing and Partnering with African Innovators
Pitching competition
Venue: Futurice, Annankatu 34B
WEDNESDAY 20 NOVEMBER

9:00-12:00

Slush - Founder’s Day

Knowledge partner: Demola - Ville
Kairamo
Topic: Strengthening your own role as a
hub both in the local and international
ecosystems and quantifying the impact
Venue: Design Factory,
Betonimiehenkuja 5C, Espoo

12:00-13:30

Slush - Founder’s Day

Lunch
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13.30-14:00

Design Factory tour

14:00-16:30

Slush - Founder’s Day

Evening

Slush opening party

Knowledge partner: Ville Luukkanen
(moderator), Marko Nieminen (Aalto
University), Viljami Lyytikäinen (Design
Factory)
Topic: Hubs as facilitators of Triple helix
partnerships
Venue: Design Factory,
Betonimiehenkuja 5C, Espoo

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER
All day

Slush Day 1

Evening

A relevant Slush side event. (For example: UNICORNER - Next Big Things from
Science to Global Impact; Think Corner, Yliopistonkatu 4)
FRIDAY 22 NOVEMBER

All day

Slush Day 2

Evening

Slush after party
SATURDAY 23 NOVEMBER
Departure to home country
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Investing
and
Partnering
with African
Innovators
SLUSH Side
Event

About This Event
This Slush Side Event brings together impact startups, investors, and other
ecosystem players from the Finnish and African innovation ecosystems. The
event showcases selected impact startups from the region and focuses on how
to invest in African startups.

When: 19 November 2019, 17:00–21:00
Where: Futurice Office, Kamppi
(Annankatu 34 B)
Programme
17:00–17:30

Registration

17:30–17:35

Welcoming words by the organisers

17:35–18:45

SAIS BOOST UP Scale Up Pitch Competition

18:45–19:00

Break

19:00–19:35

Fireside chat: How to Invest in African Startups

19:35–19:50

Think Africa pitch competition
For startups with products, services, or operations in
an African country

19:50–20:05

Futurice (topic to be confirmed)

20:05–20:10

Announcement of the winners

20:10–21:00

Networking event
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Speakers
Zachariah (Zach) George is the co-founder and Chief Investment Officer
of Startupbootcamp Africa, the leading multi-corporate-backed venture
accelerator program in Africa. In 2013, he founded Cactus Advisors, a specialist
corporate finance advisory firm and micro VC fund that has advised and
invested in over 40 of Africa’s top tech ventures. In 2015, Cactus Advisors created
the first ever corporate tech accelerator programme in Africa, the Barclays Tech
Lab Africa Accelerator Programme, which was designed to discover, nurture,
and empower the next generation of technology innovators. Zach has advised
numerous African startups and businesses since 2010 and is an angel investor
in several of Africa’s most successful tech startups.
Jukka-Pekka Karkkainen is the CEO of FCA Investments Ltd (FCAI), a subsidiary
of Finn Church Aid (FCA). He joined FCA in 2017, developed its strategy and
business plan based on FCA’s vision, and facilitated the initial investment of
EUR 16 million in Finnish government funding in sustainable SMEs in developing
countries and fragile states. Before joining FCAI, Jukka-Pekka worked for 12 years
as a partner and CFO in a logistic service company operating in sub-Saharan
Africa, and was active within the asset management industry in Finland for
eight years.

Side Event Partners
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Thank You
BOOST UP Bootcamp made possible
by the support of these knowledge
partners:

Zachariah George




Troy Woodson
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SAIS 2 Supported By
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info@saisprogramme.org

SAISProgramme2

P. O. Box 9020
Eros, Windhoek, Namibia

@SAISProgramme

www.saisprogramme.org

